Configuring Content Templates

As the Administrator, you can provide templates (predefined pages) for your users. These pages can be used for nearly any Tiki feature (such as wiki pages, articles, and blogs). Using templates helps you create a consistent look-and-feel to your pages.

**NOTE**

Don't confuse these content templates with your Tiki/Smarty templates (TPL files) that define the overall look and feel of Tiki. See Editing Templates for details.

To start using the content templates, you must enable their use for each specific feature.

To enable wiki templates, enable the **Wiki Content Templates** option in the Edit area of the **General Preferences** tab on the Administration: Wiki page.
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**NOTE**

Content templates cannot be used with the WYSIWYG wiki editor.

**IN THIS SECTION**

- Creating Content Templates
- Using Content Templates

**NOTE**

Refer to the Tiki documentation for complete details on using content templates.
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